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Cinema uae sharjah

The latest project releases, updates, videos, company announcements and see what others are saying about us If you're looking for a premium cinema experience complete with gourmet food and reclining leather seats, or want to see the latest superheroes save the world on a huge 20m wide MAX screen, VOX Cinemas at City Centre Sharjah is the place to go. This super-complex features a fabulous 12
screens, along with everything you want to make a night's night out of something truly special. Nor have we forgotten our young moviegoers, the colorful KIDS experience can allow the little ones to feel safe and happy in a bright and fun environment while watching their favorite characters on the big screen. The movie complex is right in the heart of the mall, which has recently been redesigned to make it
lighter, brighter and more tempting. Parking is easy, with over 1400 bays of parking, and a wide range of shops and outlets for you to enjoy. Movie Location: Level 1Direction: Al Wahda Road, Industrial Zone 1, Sharjah SHOWTIMES MAP AVAILABLE EXPERIENCES Try something new every time you visit VOX Cinemas. With over eight unique movie experiences, you'll never get tired of watching stylish
movies! How will you be watching the latest blockbusters? GOLD GOLD is for the movie fan who wants to enjoy some extra comfort while enjoying his movie. We've created a tempting menu for you to savor while relaxing in our luxury cinema atmosphere. Our goal is simple: to offer our guests a diverse menu that features a combination of popular and modern flavors along with their favorite movie classics.
BOOK GOLD KIDS KIDS is a unique cinema concept built only for movie lovers. Kids and parents can watch the latest animated, action and adventure movies in our colorful cinemas for the whole family. BOOK KIDS Food and drinks For each movie, there is the perfect snack. Whether it's sweet or savory popcorn, chocolate treats or something a little more sophisticated, VOX Cinema's food and beverage
selection perfectly complements your viewing experience. Use the VOX Cinemas app to order in advance and have your food waiting for you when you arrive - no hassle, no queues! Choose from a variety of point-of-sale delights such as: Desi Special – a delicious selection of spicy delicacies like bhaji onion and Indian Tadka dal vada – try a spicy twist on that movie favorite with a delicious fresh and tasty
search kabab hot dog – delicious healthy flavor-free options, such as Parmesan truffle fries or a Hot Candy dog Bar Reuben – enjoy your sweet palate with delicious treats like sweet and salty corn or a selection of candy bars. ORDER FOOD ONLINE You have many other delights to enjoy as well, such as Magnum ice cream, tasty asfiel waffles in creamy nutella, or a full three-course meal at GOLD. This
website uses cookies to improve your experience and personalize the content. By continuing to use this website, you agree to the use of cookies. Cookies. more information, see our Privacy Policy. Horizon Line (New this week) English 2021-01-14 IMDb Rating:4.7 Showtimes Tamil 2021-01-14 IMDb Rating:7.8 Showtimes English 2021-01-14 IMDb Rating:4.3 Show Tamil Times 2021-01-14 IMDb Rating:
Showtimes Telugu 2021-01-14 IMDb Rating:6.1 Showtimes Telugu 2021-01-09 IMDb Rating:7.8 Showtimes English 2021-01-07 IMDb Rating:6.1 Showtimes English 2020-12-31 IMDb Rating:6.0 Showtimes English 2020-12-31 IMDb Rating:4.9 Showtimes English 2020-12-25 IMDb Rating:8.1 Showtimes Wonder Woman 1984 - (2020) English 2020-12-16 IMDb Rating:5.5 Showtimes Arabic 2020-12-16
IMDb Rating:8.8 Showtimes PG 13 Tamil 190 min Watch trailer A young teacher (Vijay), who is addicted to alcohol, is sent for a 3-month teaching period to a youth home that is controlled by Vijay Sethupathi, who uses children in this home for their nefarious activities. The story is about the clash between them. 15+ 105 min Watch trailer The Blue Star Commandos, an elite S.W.A.T. team, go head-to-
head against international drug dealer Sam Moore and his group of ruthless mercenaries. PG 13 Tamil 135 min Watch trailer Eeswaran tells the story of Periyasamy whose simple and cheerful life becomes a nightmare with family internal disputes. Two decades later, Eeswaran (Silambarasan) enters his life and tries to reunite the family that is in the modern world's race to success. It makes them realize
the importance of being in touch with their roots. Now, the mystery is about Eeswaran's identity and what he's doing reliving Periyasamy More PG 13 95 min See trailer A couple flying on a small plane to attend a wedding on the tropical island must fight for their lives after their pilot suffers a heart attack. PG 13 155 min Watch Trailer Fast Forward to the 1980s as Wonder Woman's next big-screen
adventure finds her in front of a new enemy: The Cheetah. A musician who has lost his passion for music is transported out of his body and must find his way back with the help of a childish soul who learns about himself. The prehistoric family of the Croods is challenged by a rival family, the Bettermans, who claim to be better and more evolved. PG 13 Tamil 190 min Watch Trailer A young teacher (Vijay),
who is addicted to alcohol, is sent for a 3-month teaching period to a youth home that is controlled by Vijay Sethupathi, who uses children in this home for their nefarious activities. The story is about the clash between them. PG 13 Tamil 135 min Watch trailer Eeswaran tells the story of Periyasamy whose simple and cheerful life becomes a nightmare with family internal disputes. Two decades later,
Eeswaran (Silambarasan) enters his life and tries to reunite the family that is in the modern world's race to success. It makes them realize the importance of in contact with their roots. Now, the mystery is about Eeswaran's identity and what he's doing reliving Periyasamy Plus 10:30 13:30 16:30 19:30 22:30 A musician who has lost his passion for she is transported out of her body and must find her way
back with the help of a baby soul who learns about herself. 11:00 11:45 14:15 16:50 19:20 20:40 15+ 105 min Watch trailer The Blue Star Commandos, an elite S.W.A.T. team, go head-to-head against international drug dealer Sam Moore and his group of ruthless mercenaries. The prehistoric family of the Croods is challenged by a rival family, the Bettermans, who claim to be better and more evolved. PG
13 95 min Watch trailer A couple flying on a small plane to attend a tropical island wedding must fight for their lives after their pilot suffers a heart attack. PG 13 155 min Watch Trailer Fast Forward to the 1980s as Wonder Woman's next big-screen adventure finds her in front of a new enemy: The Cheetah. PG 13 Tamil 190 min Watch Trailer A young teacher (Vijay), who is addicted to alcohol, is sent for a
3-month teaching period to a youth home that is controlled by Vijay Sethupathi, who uses children in this home for their nefarious activities. The story is about the clash between them. PG 13 Tamil 135 min Watch trailer Eeswaran tells the story of Periyasamy whose simple and cheerful life becomes a nightmare with family internal disputes. Two decades later, Eeswaran (Silambarasan) enters his life and
tries to reunite the family that is in the modern world's race to success. It makes them realize the importance of being in touch with their roots. Now, the mystery is about Eeswaran's identity and what he's doing reliving Periyasamy More A musician who has lost his passion for music is transported out of his body and must find his way back with the help of a childish soul learning about himself. 11:00 11:45
14:15 16:50 19:20 20:40 15+ 105 min Watch trailer The Blue Star Commandos, an elite S.W.A.T. team, go head-to-head against international drug dealer Sam Moore and his group of ruthless mercenaries. The prehistoric family of the Croods is challenged by a rival family, the Bettermans, who claim to be better and more evolved. PG 13 95 min Watch trailer A couple flying on a small plane to attend a
tropical island wedding must fight for their lives after their pilot suffers a heart attack. PG 13 Tamil 190 min Watch Trailer A young teacher (Vijay), who is addicted to alcohol, is sent for a 3-month teaching period to a youth home that is controlled by Vijay Sethupathi, who uses children in this home for their nefarious activities. The story is about the clash between them. PG 15 Telugu 155 min Watch trailer
During the investigation of a homicide, police find two probable suspects, who look alike. The rest of the story is what the new events of the past change one person's fault to the other. An edge of the seating thriller with a lot of suspense, twists and turns A musician who has lost his passion for music is transported out of his body and must find his way back with the help of a childish soul who learns about
himself. PG 13 110 min Watch trailer A rancher in the border becomes the unlikely defender of a young Mexican desperately fleeing the cartel killers who have pursued him in the U.S. 11:15 13:00 13:45 15:30 16:15 18:00 18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18:18: 45 20:30 21:15 23:00 23:45 PG 13 Tamil 135 min Watch
trailer Eeswaran tells the story of Periyasamy whose simple and joyful life becomes a nightmare with internal family disputes. Two decades later, Eeswaran (Silambarasan) enters his life and tries to reunite the family that is in the modern world's race to success. It makes them realize the importance of being in touch with their roots. Now, the mystery is about Eeswaran's identity and what he's doing reliving
Periyasamy More A hardened mechanic (Bruce Willis) is one of the few chosen to stay awake and keep an interstellar arc fleeing a dying planet Earth with a few thousand lucky souls on board... the last of humanity. Unfortunately, humans aren't the only guests on board. A shape-shifting alien creature has also been residency and its only goal is to kill as many people as possible. Now, the crew must think
quickly and try to stop this threat before it destroys humanity. More TBC Nigerian 150 min Watch trailer Omo Ghetto (Child of the Ghetto) franchise tells the story of the twin sisters who lead separate lives, but come together for a series of dramatic twists. TBC Hindi 135 min Watch Trailer A political leader who defies all odds of climbing new heights of political success in India's most populous state, Uttar
Pradesh. PG 13 Tamil 190 min Watch Trailer A young teacher (Vijay), who is addicted to alcohol, is sent for a 3-month teaching period to a youth home that is controlled by Vijay Sethupathi, who uses children in this home for their nefarious activities. The story is about the clash between them. 00:30 08:30 14:00 17:45 21:30 PG 15 Telugu 155 min Watch trailer During the investigation of a homicide, police
find two probable suspects, who look alike. The rest of the story is what the new events of the past change one person's fault to the other. An edge of the seating thriller with a lot of suspense, twists and emotions. TBC Hindi 135 min Watch Trailer A political leader who defies all odds of climbing new heights of political success in India's most populous state, Uttar Pradesh. PG 13 Tamil 135 min Watch
trailer Eeswaran tells the story of Periyasamy whose simple and cheerful life becomes a nightmare with family internal disputes. Two decades later, Eeswaran (Silambarasan) enters his life and tries to reunite the family that is in the modern world's race to success. It makes them realize the importance of being in with its roots. Now, the mystery is about Eeswaran's identity and what he's doing reliving
Periyasamy More A musician who has lost his passion for music is transported out of his body and must find his way back with the help of a childish soul learning about himself. PG 13 110 min Watch trailer A rancher on the Arizona border becomes the unlikely defender of a young man boy desperately fleeing the cartel killers who have pursued him in the U.S. 09:45 14:00 14:30 16:25 17:00 18:50 19:30
21:15 22: 23:45 A hardened mechanic (Bruce Willis) is one of the few chosen to stay awake and maintain an interstellar arch fleeing a dying earth planet with a few thousand lucky souls on board... the last of humanity. Unfortunately, humans aren't the only guests on board. A shape-shifting alien creature has also been residency and its only goal is to kill as many people as possible. Now, the crew must
think quickly and try to stop this threat before it destroys humanity. More PG 13 Arabic 120 min Watch trailer After years of estating, a group of long-time friends gather, to help one of their own out of crisis. The trip takes them to a seaside resort, where events intensify. PG 13 110 min Watch trailer A rancher on the Arizona border becomes the unlikely defender of a young Mexican desperately fleeing the
cartel killers who chased him in the U.S. PG 13 Tamil 190 min See trailer A young teacher (Vijay), who is addicted to alcohol is sent to a 3-month teaching period to a youth house that is controlled by Vijay Sethupathi , which uses children in this Home for their nefarious activities. The story is about the clash between them. 01:15 11:00 14:50 18:40 22:30 PG 15 Telugu 155 min Watch trailer During the
investigation of a homicide, police find two probable suspects, who look alike. The rest of the story is what the new events of the past change one person's fault to the other. An edge of the seating thriller with a lot of suspense, twists and emotions. A musician who has lost his passion for music is transported out of his body and must find his way back with the help of a childish soul who learns about himself.
PG 13 Tamil 135 min Watch trailer Eeswaran tells the story of Periyasamy whose simple and cheerful life becomes a nightmare with family internal disputes. Two decades later, Eeswaran (Silambarasan) enters his life and tries to reunite the family that is in the modern world's race to success. It makes them realize the importance of being in touch with their roots. Now, the mystery is about Eeswaran's
identity and what he's doing reliving Periyasamy More A hardened mechanic (Bruce Willis) is one of the few chosen to stay awake and keep an interstellar arc fleeing a dying planet Earth with a few thousand lucky souls on board... the last of humanity. Unfortunately, humans aren't the only guests on board. A shape-shifting alien creature has also been residency and its only goal is to kill as many people as
possible. Now, the crew must think and try to stop this threat before it destroys humanity. More PG 13 Arabic 120 min Watch trailer After years of estating, a group of long-time friends gather, to help one of their own out of crisis. The trip takes them to a seaside resort, where events intensify. PG 13 110 min Watch trailer A rancher on the Arizona border becomes Unlikely defender of a young Mexican who
desperately flees from the cartel killers who pursued him in the U.S. PG 13 Tamil 190 min See Trailer A young teacher (Vijay), who is addicted to alcohol, is sent for a 3-month teaching period to a youth home that is controlled by Vijay Sethupathi, who uses children in this home for their nefarious activities. The story is about the clash between them. A musician who has lost his passion for music is
transported out of his body and must find his way back with the help of a childish soul who learns about himself. PG 15 Telugu 155 min Watch trailer During the investigation of a homicide, police find two probable suspects, who look alike. The rest of the story is what the new events of the past change one person's fault to the other. An edge of the seating thriller with a lot of suspense, twists and emotions.
PG 13 Tamil 135 min Watch trailer Eeswaran tells the story of Periyasamy whose simple and cheerful life becomes a nightmare with family internal disputes. Two decades later, Eeswaran (Silambarasan) enters his life and tries to reunite the family that is in the modern world's race to success. It makes them realize the importance of being in touch with their roots. Now, the mystery is about Eeswaran's
identity and what he's doing reliving Periyasamy More A hardened mechanic (Bruce Willis) is one of the few chosen to stay awake and keep an interstellar arc fleeing a dying planet Earth with a few thousand lucky souls on board... the last of humanity. Unfortunately, humans aren't the only guests on board. A shape-shifting alien creature has also been residency and its only goal is to kill as many people as
possible. Now, the crew must think quickly and try to stop this threat before it destroys humanity. More TBC Nigerian 150 min Watch trailer Omo Ghetto (Child of the Ghetto) franchise tells the story of the twin sisters who lead separate lives, but come together for a series of dramatic twists. Turns.
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